
Livestock Meeting 
May 11, 2020 

BHB 
All beef tagging was completed prior.  Swine, Sheep, and goats the tagging will be different. Pig 
possession is the 15th and the forms must be turned in with a picture.  If they can tag before fair they 
will.  The goats and sheep will be tagged at fair since they have scrapie tags and send a picture with that 
with the forms.   

Executive board meet and they are working on Microsoft Teams subscription.  It will be more secure 
than zoom and will be user friendly.  Any project that would like to have a virtual meeting or create a 
team and invite all project members to communicate and David will set that up for each project. 

David asked about sending information to all 4-Her’s and got mixed information.  There has been 
questions/rumors about the fairgrounds being closed for the year and move forward with fair that it is 
going to happen.  Going to a virtual fair.  Kara mentioned that the fairs across the state are trying to 
figure out what they will be doing.  David asked if he can get a positive message out to all 4-Her’s that 
the fair will still go on and hopefully this will be over soon. 

We did write a check for ½ the pig pens for this year.  David will follow up tomorrow. 

Kara sent out an option to do QA without doing in person meetings. 

Photography is ok for the fair. 

Premium book is late getting done and hasn’t gone to the processor.  Hopefully it will be sent out soon 
for 4-H Entries.  It is online to review.   

Jackpot is still on and wait until the next three weeks and see what happens and see what the governor 
does with the shelter in place. 

The executive board did cancel everything until the May 10th and can undo if things change with the 
governor. 

Laurie and Bill would really like the Microsoft teams to be available for the dog project.  Kara and David 
and can help create teams and anything needed.  

Please review the record book e-mail.  Kara also wants to make sure project areas are communicating 
with your project kids. 

David talked to Ranchland and is waiting until they call him back now.  Will need to find trucks and 
trailers to haul. 

Next meeting is May 11th at 5:30 location TBD. 


